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ABSTRACT
In this paper all the datamining techniques and some of the dataset applications have been illustrated using datamining tool.
Similarly Datamining technique is based on the neural network and Genetic algorithm. Here, how the given dataset has been
pre-processed using WEKA tool has been illustrated in this paper with of some data pre-processing algorithms and rules.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Firstly, we have to know that what is datamining and how it is used in current technology field ? So the best answer from side is
that data mining means getting knowledge from the data and it is used in interdisciplinary field brings out the various techniques
that have been used in machine learning, pattern recognition , data visualization, collecting statistics and databases .This has an
alternative names like knowledge discovery , knowledge extraction, data harvesting, Business intelligence. Let us compare with
Bigdata and Data-science. Big data is a huge data that has large number of datasets so it is complex for data pre-processing and
inadequate.While data-science is to extract the knowledge from the data.Whereas,Datamining is simple search and Query
processing. Then we step into the architecture of data mining in simple ways.
 User Interface: It communicates between user and data mining.It visualize the result and perform exploratory on given data or
schema.
 Pattern Evaluation: It tests the data and evaluates the pattern.
 Data-Mining Engine: Perform some of the activities like characterization, classification and prediction.
 Knowledge Base: Organise the attributes into the levels of abstraction and user to access the patterns or threshold
 Data Cleaning: This requires the source of data for cleaning ,integration and selection.

Fig.1: Architecture of Datamining
We clearly understood that some source of data is collected and goes to integration process in terms of datastore and then it is
going for data pre-processing well the data is prepared through datamining tool in terms of patterns and symbols it comes to the
knowledge to the users in visualization.

2. DATA PREPROCESSING
Data preprocessing is a technique is used to convert the raw material into useful and efficient format.
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Steps:
1. Data cleaning: It is classified into two types, a.noisy data and b.missing data
a)Noisy data : It is a meaningless data it is later interpreted by systems. This kind of data comes from error in data entry and data
collections. This can be overcome by some of the methods like:
Binning Method
This is one of the method is used to sort data to smooth it. The entire data is divided into segments and various methods are
followed to overcome the error.
Regression
This method is made the data smooth by fitting it to a regression function. It uses linear regression(single independent variable)
and multiple regression (multiple independent variable)
Clustering
This method groups the data and form a cluster. The outliers may be fall outside the clusters.
b) Missing data:
This method arises when there is missing of data. It is classified as follows:
Delete The Data In Tuples
This method follows when there is large number of dataset and multiple values are missing inside the tuple.
Fill The Values
This method follows where you can missing data’s manually by taking mean or some value.
2.Data Transformation: It is used to transform the data. The method involves such as:
a) Normalization: The values in the data specifies in the range of some(-1.0 -- 1.0 or 0--1.0)
b) Attribute selection: In this method new attributes are developed with help of given data.
3. Data Reduction: Since the datamining handle the large amount of data in order to make the analysis becomes harder and
complex in many cases. In order to maintain storage efficiency ,reduce cost and storage, data reduction method is used.

Fig.2:Data preprocessing inData mining

3. WEKA TOOL
Data mining is a process of extracting useful information from large amount of dataset. Data mining is also used in many health
care applications to get the better quality of service and to reduce the medicine effect. Hospitals have to reduce the cost for
treatment.Health care data is huge and enormous.It consist of patient data,organization data and some medicine data.Treatment
has records the millions of patient in data mining techniques answers the essential and needed questions related to health care.Data
mining techniques are useful to collect the medicinal data in terms of association rule mining for searching the frequent patterns,
classification, prediction and clustering.This techniques are more useful in predicting the heart diseases,breast cancer, diabetes and
current situation i.e, covid-19 and etc.In this paper illustrates the diabetes dataset using datamining tool.

Fig. 3: Block Diagram Diabetes Dataset
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STEP-1 You have to download the dataset from internet .arff extension (Attribute -relation file format).

STEP -2 Select the Pre-process tab and Based on the selected attribute result is displayed as graph on the visualization

STEP -3 Click edit button on the same section. On this option we can able to edit the dataset such as add, delete and modify the
columns and data present in it.

STEP -4 Next, Click on Classify tab under the drop down box select any one option for your convenient result. I prefer Naïve
bayes. For this dataset.
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4. NAÏVE BAYES
a)
b)
c)
d)

P(c|x) is the posterior probability of class (target) given predictor (attribute).
P(c) is the prior probability of class.
P(x|c) is the likelihood which is the probability of predictor given class.
P(x) is the prior probability of predictor.

STEP-5 Result under Naïve bayes classification.

STEP -6 Click on next cluster tab. Select K-means cluster algorithm for this dataset for more accuracy.

5. RESULT AND CONCLUSION
In this study, the accuracy of datamining techniques is compared. The main goal is to have the higher accuracy. These metrics can
be originated from the confusion matrix and it can be easily converted to TP( True-Positive) and FP( Fales-Positive).
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Confusion Matrix for Naïve Bayes

In this paper, we have discussed some of the effective techniques that can be used for diabetes classification ad accuracy based on
the classifier algorithm.An important thing in data mining and machine learning is to build more precise and computationally
efficient classifiers for health care and medical applications. The performance of Naïve Bayes shows high level of accuracy
compare with other classifiers.
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